Therapy Cultures in Society: A Polycontextual Approach
Robin Kurilla ' What we know about society, even about the world we live in, we know from the mass media. This not only holds true for our knowledge of society and history but also for our knowledge of nature.' 1 According to German sociologist Niklas Luhmann, not even scientists or mass media producers constitute an exception to this rule. For Luhmann (2009: 10) , however, books also belong to the category of mass media, which renders his thesis more comprehensible. It follows that there is no manipulating force that informs but is itself not informed by the mass media. Although the mass media might provoke suspicion regarding their reliability, even critical voices feed on and influence mass media content. The mass media proceed through their own internal dynamics. Vilém Flusser (2000) offers a quite illustrative depiction of the nexus between everyday life and mass media. Flusser regards the mass media producing 'elites' as such only as long as they fulfill their function, for instance, as long as they act in their professional roles. As participants in everyday life, these elites become subject to the same mass media discourses as potentially everyone else (Flusser, 2000: 64) . When creating an advertising campaign, the creative team of an advertising agency relies on the specialist knowledge its participants acquired during their education and professional practice and also on the participants' everyday life knowledge. Since both of these sources are informed by the mass media, the mass media inform themselves rather than being controlled by independent and perhaps manipulating agents.
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Returning to Luhmann (1998: 1102), we find the claim that the mass media have the function to orientate society. As the mass media are a part of society, we can say that society orientates itself via the mass media. This can be modeled as a cybernetic circle, a feedback loop between both sides of the analytical distinction between society and mass media. This model can be applied not only to advertising but also to news, novels, scholarly literature, reality shows, feature films, and so on.
Relations among mass media and society
Focusing on narratives on psychotherapy and psychiatry in film, I will trace the paradoxical relatedness among society and mass media the outlined model suggests. For that purpose, I start with distilling recurring themes out of narratives on psychotherapy and psychiatry in film. It follows an exemplary reconstruction of the most salient of these themes in contexts of scholarly and public discourses in order to explore their socio-historical preconditions and repercussions from various angles. Having thus shown that the fictional narratives on psychotherapy and psychiatry are not independent from real social discourses but interconnected with them, we will move on to discuss whether these themes are able to orientate emotion, cognition, and social practice in everyday life settings, underlining the importance of face-to-face interaction in this regard. The discussion leads to the thesis that stances towards different practices of therapy are co-constructed in micro-interactions rather than on a purely discursive or macro level. I will conclude with an ethnologically inspired definition of therapy as a specific type of rite of passage that may comprise a number of emotionally connected interaction ritual chains. This definition sheds light on functional equivalents of therapy and, at the same time, serves as the base for examining possible translations and transitions among traditional belief systems, institutionalized psychotherapy, and the self-help market on the one hand and everyday life encounters in local and global contexts on the other. Fifty-seven films have been reviewed. Forty of these films, that included significant narratives on psychotherapy and psychiatry, received closer examination.
2 In an iterative process that identified and subsumed individual themes under more general ones, the 12 following broader themes were distilled from the narratives: (1)
